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When the Arabs conquered Egypt in 641, they found a deeply divided Christian church – in fact what they found amounted to two quite separate churches. They are usually called, in neutral terms, ‘Chalcedonian’ and ‘anti-’ or ‘non-Chalcedonian’, with reference to the Council of Chalcedon where their split had been consummated two centuries earlier. The two churches disagreed deeply on Christological questions, and during the two centuries that followed the Council, there were several, often heavy-handed, attempts to bring the non-Chalcedonian churches back into the imperial sphere. These events are unfortunately known mainly from polemical sources from both sides, and although this last fact does allow us to get a more balanced view, it also creates the impression that the Chalcedonian conflict dominated life in the Empire after the fifth century, an impression that certainly needs qualification.

In Egypt, the non-Chalcedonian or Monophysite church modelled itself on the highly centralised structure of the existing patriarchate of Alexandria, which, contrary to the other four patriarchates, did not have an intermediate level of metropoles between the patriarch and the local

---

1 Early versions of this article were presented at the Eighth International Congress of Coptic Studies in Paris in July 2004 and at the Mediaeval Studies Research Seminar at the University of St Andrews in March 2005. I would like to thank Robert Hoyland for offering to publish it in the present volume and making some very useful suggestions, and Roger Bagnall, Béatrice Caseau, Muriel Debié, Denis Feissel, Jean-Luc Fournet, Garth Fowden, Charlotte Roueché and Petra Sijpesteijn for commenting on drafts, providing references and answering my queries.

2 ‘Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood’.

Both churches had their leaders in Alexandria, heading two well-developed parallel networks of episcopal sees and affiliated monasteries which covered most of the valley. In 641, the Chalcedonian church had, for over a century, been actively backed by the imperial power structure, often forcing the non-Chalcedonian hierarchy to leave the city centres and retreat to monasteries from where they managed their communities. The political break with Constantinople brought about by the Arab conquest eventually weakened the position of the Chalcedonian Church. However, this outcome was not obvious from the start, and in the first decades after the conquest, the anti-Chalcedonian Church focussed most of their polemics not on Islam, but on their fellow Christians, the Chalcedonians.

In classic Monophysite works such as the *Chronicle* by John of Nikiu or the *History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria*, the ‘heresy’ of the ‘Romans’ is given as the main reason for the loss of the province to the Arabs, while the upright faith of the ‘Egyptians’ is seen as the reason for the favour they found in the eyes of their new lords. It is striking that although the divide between the two groups was religious, they are described here in ethnic terms, a significant shift through which the anti-Chalcedonian authors came to identify their own church as the native one – the ‘Coptic’ Church – and the Chalcedonian Church as that of the ‘foreigners’. This was but the last phase of a long process during which the Coptic language had gradually become associated with resistance to Chalcedon, while, until the conquest at least, Greek retained a more neutral status.

Most modern historians have fallen victim to this discourse, accepting in more or less critical terms the idea that, whatever problems they may have encountered under their new masters, Coptic-speaking Egyptian Christians, mostly of Monophysite denomination, were quite happy to get rid of the eastern Roman Empire and of the Greek-speaking Chalcedonians that went with it. However, several scholars have repeatedly pointed out that, according to documentary evidence, mainly that of papyri, less prone to the biased presentation of events typical of official histories, the religious divisions followed neither ethnic nor linguistic lines (the two

---

4 The formation and structure of the five late antique ‘patriarchates’ is described at length in Flusin 1998.

5 See Wipszycka 2007. This was also the case in Syria: see Debié 2004.

6 See for instance the episodes mentioned in the *History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria* 15 (Evetts 1910: 5–6 and 13–14) during the patriarchate of John of Samanud (681–9). The arrival of ‘Abd al-‘Azīz in 685 is presented by the *History of the Patriarchs* as a turning point after which the governors of Egypt marked a clear preference for the Monophysite Church. In the 760s, however, according to the same work, there were still cases of discord between the communities: *Hist. Patr.* 18 (Evetts 1910: 120–6).

being far from synonymous), and that there was more concord among Greek and Coptic speakers and less inter-confessional conflict than the anti-Chalcedonian Church cared to admit. Papyri do give a very different image of Christian society under the Umayyads and the first Abbasids than the one we can extract from other contemporary texts. One may object that papyri from that period are mainly fiscal or legal documents, a fact which could be enough to explain the absence of any sign of ethnic or religious conflict. However, those texts do have a strongly cultural content and, looked at closely, they give much information on the society that produced them and on its cultural choices, even though they never make direct comments about the ‘Greeks’ or the ‘Romans’.

Among other things, papyri have helped establish the extent to which Byzantine documentary and administrative practice continued well after the conquest, as well as the fact that Greek remained a language largely used by the administration, not least because, initially, Christian officials kept their positions. This has been possible through the study of a series of archives, pertaining primarily to the taxation system. Of these, the Aphroditp papyri from the early eighth century are the most important, because they link up with other documents all related to the governor Qurra ibn Sha’rik (709–15), and allow some insights into the relation between local and central government. From roughly the same period is the significant group of papyri from Edfu (Apollônos Anô), while from the second half of the seventh century there are groups of documents from Isnâ (Herakleopolis) and al-Ashmûneyn (Hermopolis).

From the period immediately following Qurra’s governorship, the most significant group of papyri are some 130 Coptic legal documents from the archives of a monastery in the Theban region. Stretching from 713 to the 780s, they yield information on the legal and notarial practice, as well as on the social life of a small Christian community. Soon after their

8 The strongest case has been made by Wipszycka 1992. See also Winkelmann 1979 and Winkelmann 1984. For the period before Chalcedon see Bagnall Egypt: 251–60. The question of identity and allegiance in this period is complex, and involves much more than the usually cited religious and ethnic factors; an overview is given in Hoyland Islam: 17–26.

9 On administrative continuity, see Bell 1928, and his introduction to P.Lond. IV xvi–xli; on the process of replacement of Greek by Arabic in the administration see EI², s.v. ‘Dīwān, I’. See also Siijpesteijn 2004 and Siijpesteijn 2007.

10 A number of those texts are published in P.Qurra, PRos.Georg. IV and P.Lond. IV.

11 See Gascou and Worp 1982.

12 See for instance the documents published in CPR XXII, and the general presentation of early Islamic documentary sources therein, 1–16.

13 Initially published without a translation in Crum and Steindorff 1912; German translations in Till 1954 and Till 1964.
original publication in Coptic, the law historian Artur Steinwenter devoted several studies to those texts. To him, one of their greatest merits was that they served as proof of the persistence, over a century after the Arab conquest, of Byzantine notarial practice within Christian communities.\textsuperscript{14} Even though the original Greek formulae had often had to be translated into Coptic in order to be understood, he said, they remained so close to their model that it is possible to translate them back into Greek and obtain a legally acceptable text.\textsuperscript{15} The structure of the documents was also directly inherited from the east Roman \textit{tabelliones}, and so were the ‘norms and legal institutions they reveal to us’\textsuperscript{16}.

To what extent is such structural continuity significant? All the above fields – taxation, administration, law – are notoriously conservative in their practice, and thus not the most telling when it comes to assessing the evolution of society. In the case of law, continuity of form is also quite natural given the legislative autonomy granted to Christian communities under Islam, although often the domain of civil law was at least partly incorporated in canon law collections.\textsuperscript{17} It is possible, however, to look at the same texts more closely from a different perspective, and to analyse them at a different level. They all contain a number of markers, independent of administrative or legal structures as such, that contrary to what the official discourse of rejection would have us believe, show a persistent cultural adherence to the model represented by the Byzantine Empire.

The continuing use of Greek in official documents is a case in point. To a certain extent it was rather natural, given the people with whom scribal, notarial and administrative activities rested. Greek scribal tradition was kept alive for some time by the Arabs themselves, not only in Egypt, but in all the ex-Roman provinces.\textsuperscript{18} It may however be seen as bearing greater significance as time went by, when it was no longer the language of bureaucracy and when traditional practice in Christian communities

\textsuperscript{14} Steinwenter 1920.

\textsuperscript{15} Steinwenter 1920: 2.

\textsuperscript{16} Steinwenter 1920: 2. Since Steinwenter’s study, the relations of what has been called ‘Coptic law’ with its Roman and Egyptian (Demotic) predecessors have been at the centre of much debate, which need not concern us here; see the discussion in Richter \textit{Rechtssemantik}: esp. 28–57. In fact, the very notion of Coptic law can be misleading, since it refers not to a distinct, unified body of legislation, but to the conclusions reached from the study of a series of independent archives from different places and times.

\textsuperscript{17} Edelby 2004.

\textsuperscript{18} See the remarks in Sijpesteijn 2004 and Sijpesteijn 2005. According to the \textit{Chronicon ad a.C. 1234}, while Muḥammad ibn Marwān was governor in Mesopotamia (685–710), ‘the Christians were still the scribes, leaders and governors of the lands of the Arabs’ (Chabot 1916: 294 [text] and Chabot 1937: 229 [trans.]).
was itself subject to change – or when it appeared in less predictable contexts. For instance, though it may still seem conceivable that the fiercely anti-Byzantine Monophysite patriarch Benjamin should have written his festal letters in Greek at the time of the Arab conquest, it is quite surprising to see Alexander II, also an anti-Chalcedonian patriarch, draw up his annual festal letter for 724 in Greek, at a time when Coptic had long become the official language of the patriarchate. Setting the annual date of Easter had for centuries been the exclusive prerogative of the Alexandrian patriarchate, and festal letters were meant to announce this date to the other churches, which could in itself explain their use of Greek even at a late date. In this way, post-conquest Monophysite patriarchs could symbolically lay claim to some sort of Christian universality and affirm institutional continuity with their pre-Chalcedonian predecessors.

The presence of Greek protocols and subscriptions in the Theban legal documents is perhaps more significant in this respect. These were private acts, not administrative documents. Many of them were written over a century after the conquest, in a non-urban context and in a region where Coptic had been the dominant language already in Byzantine times, even in official documents. For instance, although the will of bishop Abraham, the first abbot of St Phoibammon, drawn up around 610, was in Greek, that of his successor, dated 4 December 634, was bilingual. Bishop Abraham’s own correspondence in the late sixth and early seventh century is entirely in Coptic. Of course, legal formulae tend to be repeated indefinitely even when, for their users, they have become empty, routine expressions. In general, however, most of the eighth-century Theban documents have the usual Greek formulae translated into Coptic, which may be the result of some form of anti-Hellenism, just as it may simply mean that the individuals involved in the transactions wished to understand them more thoroughly. Whatever the case (and the two are not mutually exclusive), this makes the ones that have kept the formulae in Greek stand out, and this deviation from the norm can arguably be interpreted as meaningful. It also means that these passages did not simply function as set phrases, but still carried some meaning.

Use of Greek often went hand in hand with the continuing use of late Roman honorifics and titles, and even with their transfer to Arab

19 P. Köln V 215 (CPG 7940, 3); extracts of two others (CPG 7940, 1 and 2) are quoted in a florilegium on Lent appended to one of John of Damascus’s letters; see Müller 1968: 32 (extracts from letters 30 of 636 and 31 of 637).
20 MacCoull 1990.
21 P. Lond. 1.77 (p. 231); see Krause 1969: 58–60.
22 PKRU 77 = SB I 4319; see Krause 1969: 60–2 and Bagnall and Worp 1979: 72–3.
Several documents from the decades following the Arab conquest show the practice was common throughout Egypt. In Hermopolis (al-Ashmūneyn), the pagarch Athanasios in the middle of the seventh century was ἱλλοῦστριος and ἐνδοξότατος, and he called the amīr εὐκλεέστατος. In the first half of the eighth century, Rashīd ibn Khālid (Ραψίδ πῳε Χάλεδ), amīr of Herakleopolis and Hermopolis, was also called εὐκλεέστατος in a Coptic dispute settlement, and so was the amīr of Hermopolis Abū Sahl (Ἀβοῦ Σαλ), also in the eighth century. Although to some extent this may be attributed to linguistic inertia, in fact things are probably not so simple. As these examples show, other terms such as amīr were quite readily adopted, even in the case of officials who, though they bore Arab names, were perhaps neither Arabs nor Muslims, such as the aforementioned Abū Sahl, who was ‘the son of the blessed Shenoute’ (Πωε Ντιμακσάριος Ψενούτε), a Christian name, and thus at most a convert – or the father of a convert.

For the provincial governor, who was the highest official in the country, a new Greek term was coined, namely σύμβουλος, which could stem from an attempt to Hellenise ‘consul’, since it went with the honorifics that had formerly qualified consuls, namely πανεύφημος and ὑπερ-φυστατος (excellentissimus). Thus in the early eighth-century Coptic papyri from Aphrodito, the governor Qurra ibn Sharīk is addressed as ‘Our most praiseworthy lord Qurra, the most marvellous governor’ (Πάνευφημός Κόρρα <Υ>ΠΕΡΦΥΣΤΑΤΟΣ ΝΣΥΜΒΟΥΛΟΣ).

23 On the use and evolution of honorifics Hornickel 1930 remains unreplaced.
24 CPR XXII 2, 6 and CPR XXII 1, 1 and 14; see also p. 21, n. 1 on the use of honorifics in the early Arab period. The meaning of amīr here is unclear, since it is commonly used to refer to the pagarch; see note 27 below.
25 CPR IV 51; on the archive of texts concerning Rashīd and on his actual position see Worp, 1984: 100–1.
26 Pr. Ryl. Capt. 199, an acknowledgement of debt.
27 In Coptic and Greek documents, amīr (ἄμιρος, ἀμῖρα) is commonly used for the pagarch; for the same official, Arabic documents use zhāhib, while amīr is there used for various higher officials: see Sijspeijtijn 2004: 73–80; also Grohmann 1964.
28 This term was by no means confined to Egypt, and can even be found in Byzantine sources such as Theophanes, where it refers to the councillors surrounding the caliph Mu’āwiya (Chron. AM 6169, De Boor 355). The caliph himself is styled ὁ τῶν Σαρακηνῶν πρωτοσύμβουλος (Chron. AM 6171, De Boor 356 and passim), a term also found in documents, for instance CPR VIII 82, 5: οὐσία τοῦ πρωτοσύμβουλου (the caliphal estate). Σύμβουλος is also found with the meaning of provincial governor in an inscription from Gadara in Palestine; see Di Segni 1997: 237–40, no. 54 and fig. 50 (5 Dec. 662). In late seventh-century papyri from Nessana, however, the term is used to refer to the governor of the district (kura), who was equivalent to the pagarch: P. Nessana III 58, 10; 72, 1; 73, 1; 75, 3; 158, 3 (in the last two documents, the σύμβουλος is also ενδοξότατος).
29 P. Lond. IV 1494, II 6–7 (early eighth century).
These honorifics, and even lesser ones, remained in use for quite a long time, and can still be found in the Theban legal documents in the second half of the eighth century, though often with devalued status. A term such as λαμπρότατος (clarissimus), initially reserved to members of the senatorial order, is here given to the διοικητής, a rather lowly official specifically attached to the town of Jeme. As for εὐκλεέστατος, which in late Roman times was applied to the dux or regional army commander, it is here used for the pagarch, who was the governor of the district, by this time an Arab. The διοικητής is also called εὐδοκιμώτατος and τιμώτατος (presumably either honorabilis or honestus), while εὐδοξότατος (gloriosissimus), once a title for high-ranking officials, is also applied to him, as well as to the pagarch. Even important people without official positions are found to use honorifics, such as the λαμπρότατος Papnouthios, son of Stephanos, a party in a 760 sale contract. The last term was evidently much appreciated, and it was even translated into Coptic, which implies it was still a meaningful term rather than an empty box. This is also indicated by the fact that, although they now embraced a much larger range of worthies, these honorifics seem on the whole to have retained their relative value, so that the highest were still given to the most important officials.

What could bear even more weight in this respect is the totally gratuitous use in the Arab period of the classy Roman gentilicium ‘Flavius’ before the names of the same officials. As James Keenan has shown, as early as the fifth and sixth centuries, the names Flavius and Aurelius

30 PKRU 106, 6–7: λαμπρότατος διοικ(ητ)τ(ού) από Κάστρου Μεμιωάων; see also PKRU 11, 3; 14, 4; 15, 4; 41, 5; 70, 4–5 and 94, 1: διοικητῆς Κάστρου Μεμιωάω, and PKRU 1, 8 and 39, 14: ΔΙΟΙΚΗΤΗΣ ΜΠΙΚΑΣΤΡΟΝ ΝΣΜΗ. On the office under Arab rule see Steinwenter 1920: 19–25; for the Roman period, see Hagedorn 1985: 167–210. Other occurrences of λαμπρότατος in PKRU 1, 6; 4, 3; 10, 3; 20, 10; 21, 8; 22, 28; and 84, 2.

31 PKRU 106, 5–6: επί Μαμετ αμνά, εὐκλεέστατού ἀμνά τῆς παγαρχίας Ἀρμώνθεος; see also PKRU 8, 4; 10, 7–8; 12, 3; 13, 3; 25, 16; 30, 3; 47, 12; 50, 3; 52, 6 and 70, 3.

32 PKRU 43, 10.

33 PKRU 70, 4. The title was normally used for the two labane (town magistrates, the rough equivalent of πρωτωκαμήτης): PKRU 23, 26; 35, 7; 36, 16, 22, 34; 37, 13; 38, 7; 50, 14; 68, 105; 69, 4; 71, 3; 74, 4; 105, 25; and 122, 3.

34 PKRU 39, 14; 41, 21, 30; 43, 17 and 86, 10.

35 PKRU 25, 15; 42, 7–9 and 45, 3. The devaluation of honorifics is a long-term phenomenon, and had started well before the Arab conquest. In some rare cases, gloriosissimus can be found applied to the pagarch as early as the sixth century, e.g. CPR XIV 11, 6; PLond. V 1666, 4.

36 CPR IV 26, 28.

37 A 701 mosaic inscription in a church at Aristobulias, today Khirbet Istabul, mentions Samuel λαμπρότατος as one of the authorities under whom the paving was done. Like Papnouthios, Samuel does not seem to have had an official position; see Di Segni 2003: 252–3.

38 On similar phenomena in Italy, see Brown 1984: 138–42.
had started losing their quality as gentilicia to become status designations, of which the former was clearly more elevated than the latter. This seems once again to have worked well into the early Islamic period. Towards the end of the seventh century, the pagarch of Herakleopolis (Ihnāṣ) Kosmas still bore the name Flavius: Φλ(αυῖος) Κοσμίας σῦν θ(εῦ) παγαρχ(ος) Ηρ(ακλεούς) π(όλεως) – (Fl. Kosmas, with God’s will pagarch of the city of Hercules). Around 730, in a number of sale contracts the Christian διοικητῆς is called Flavius Kollouthos, son of Arsenios, and the name of the person holding the same office in 756 is Flavius Komes, son of Chael. Like the honorifics, this civility was extended to Arab officials. Two agreements on property dated 739 and 740 mention ‘Flavius Sahl, son of ‘Abd Allāh’ (ἐπὶ Φλ(αυῖου) Σαλ ια Jου’ Abdellah), ten years later, a will gives the name of the amīr as ‘Flavius Joseph, son of ‘Ubayd’ (Φλαυῖος Ιωσήφ Ιου’ Αβελα). Needless to say, outside the late Roman system, the gentilicia could only have symbolic value, especially when bestowed upon Muslim officials.

These observations can be combined with similar evidence from other fields, which tends to go the same way and thus to reinforce the impression that Greco-Roman values still enjoyed some prestige among Egyptian Christians. Dating formulae, for instance, generally gave the day of the month and the indiction year, followed by the name or names of the village or district officials. A number of documents, all in Greek, include the date by what is known as the Era of Diocletian. The most elaborate of the four, dated 31 May 735, runs as follows:

40 CPR XXII 14, 1. See also the pagarch of Herakleopolis Flavius Menas mentioned in a document of 687/8 or 702/3: Gonis and Morelli 2000: 193–5.
41 PKRU 6, 3; 11, 3; 14, 4; 15, 4; and 41, 4 (Fl. Komes); PKRU 27, 3 (Fl. Kollouthos), adding the Greek Κυρίος before the name: Φλ(αυῖου) Κυρίου Κολλούθου Άρχι(ου). PKRU 45, 3 (14 April 740); see also PKRU 50, 3 (22 August 739), without the name of the father.
42 PKRU 70, 3 (4 July 750).
43 The suggestion has been made that its use could indicate converted aristocrats; see Gonis and Morelli 2000: 194. However, their Muslim patronyms mean they would be at least second-generation converts, in which case it is significant that they should retain the gentilicum.
44 These are PKRU 14, 2–5 and 15, 2–5 (both dated 756), PKRU 70, 2–5 (749/50), PKRU 106, 4–9 (734/5), and perhaps PKRU 100 (A. Diocl. 529 =812/13?)
45 PKRU 106, 4–9. The dating by the Era of Diocletian in this document does not correspond with AH 114, which should read 117. Till 1962: 39 assumes that the former is right, and that 114 is a scribal mistake, presumably because the document is written by Christians and because that date also agrees with the indiction. This could however just as well have been misread by the editor, since Δ and Ζ are quite easily confused, especially in the type of late majuscule used for numerals (I am grateful to Roger Bagnall for discussing this with me). In the absence of an accessible photograph of the papyrus I have refrained from correcting the date to μζ'.
Written on 6 Pauni of the third indiction, under Muhammad the amīr, the glorious amīr of the district of Hermonthis and Chael, son of Psmo, the clarissimus dioiketes from the Kastron Memnonion, in the year 451 of Diocletian the emperor, and the year 114 of the Saracens.

This Era of Diocletian – starting at that emperor’s accession in 284 – first appeared in Egypt at the end of the fourth century, when it was limited to horoscopes and private inscriptions such as epitaphs and graffiti. It only started being used in documentary texts after the Arab conquest, first in the Fayyūm and, from the eighth century onwards, also in Upper Egypt.\(^{47}\) Roger Bagnall and Klaas Worp recently suggested that its slow generalisation ‘may have arisen from the desire of Christian Egyptians for a means of reckoning more continuous than the indiction but other than the Saracene era’,\(^{48}\) implying that the Christian communities may have wished to retain a link with the Christian empire through a form of post-regnal dating. As dating systems are naturally conservative, taking up an existing era – even that of the persecutor Diocletian – was the most expedient option.

Dates were probably the domain where Greco-Roman mannerism resisted best. The Era of Diocletian remained common until the eleventh century, and can even be found until the mid-fourteenth century, alongside the Era of the Martyrs, which was gradually to become the ‘official’ era of the medieval Coptic Church. Diocletian, however, was not the only possible link with the Roman past. Still in the early twelfth century, a scribe who copied the four Gospels for the White Monastery near Akhmīm wrote the date on his manuscript’s colophon in Greek, even mentioning the Roman month of April – an extremely rare occurrence – and the Byzantine anno mundi next to the more predictable Egyptian month of Parmoute (March–April), the Era of the Martyrs and the Era of the Saracens.\(^{49}\)

It is also noteworthy that in the text quoted above Diocletian is called basileus, a rather uncommon epithet in dating formulae. Evidently the office still retained a certain legitimacy for the person who drew up the

\(^{47}\) Bagnall and Worp 2003: 63–87, with a list of the sources bearing a date by that era, 68–82; MacCoull and Worp 1990.

\(^{48}\) Bagnall and Worp 2003: 64.

\(^{49}\) P. Lond. Copt. 489 = BM Or. 3581B(69); van Lantschoot 1929: 133–7, no. LXXX.
document. This symbolic importance of the emperor can also be found elsewhere in Egypt after the Arab conquest. A late seventh- or early eighth-century epitaph from the monastic site at Kellia in Lower Egypt, for instance, mentions in its dating formula ‘the reign of Justinian the emperor’ – Justinian II (685–95 and 705–11) according to the archaeological context.50

A limited number of oaths by the ‘salvation’ or the ‘victory’ of the emperors also appear in documents from the years immediately after the Arab conquest. In 645, for instance, a document from Aphrodito contains the formula ‘the almighty God and the victory of imperial salvation’ (τὸν πεπαντοκράτορα Θεον καὶ τὴν νίκην τῆς βασιλικῆς σωτηρίας),51 and in 647, the oath in a property settlement deed drawn up in Edfu (Apollōnos Anō) was taken ‘by the Holy and Consubstantial Trinity and the imperial salvation’ (τὴν ἁγίαν καὶ ὁμοούσιον πρᾶδα καὶ τὴν βασιλικὴν σωτηρίαν).52 A more ambiguous oath formula, attested in Oxyrhynchos as early as 644/5, referred in some way to ‘any authority that has power over us’,53 which paid allegiance to the Arab authorities without entirely excluding the idea that things could still change, contrary to another oath formula found in Hermopolite documents of the later seventh century, which plainly mentioned ‘the salvation of our Lords the Emirs’ (τὴν σωτηρίαν τῶν δέσποτῶν ἡμῶν τῶν Ἀμιράτων).54 A century later, some Theban documents still mention ‘the salvation of our Lords, that now govern us on God’s orders’, a phrase that may allude to the very common Christian interpretation of the Muslim conquest as a punishment from above, and thus still betray some attachment to the previous situation.55

Some of the Jēme legal documents also refer in one way or another to ‘the laws’ they were supposed to be applying. In several donation deeds concerning children who were given as slaves to a monastery by their parents, the ‘imperial laws’ or the ‘imperial order’ (τὰξις) are invoked to justify the parents’ right to act as they did; they are twice paired with the ‘divine laws’ (θεικὸν νόμον).56 It is not easy to determine the meaning of

51 P.Mich. XIII 662, 12; see Bagnall and Worp 2003: 106 for the date.
52 SB VI 8988, 79.
53 SB VI 8987, 39.
56 PKRU 85, 27–8; ΝΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΚΩΝ ΑΥῈ ΘΕΙΤΙΚΩΝ; PKRU 87, 3: ΝΝΟΜΟC ΝΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΚΟN; PKRU 94, 10–11: ΝΝΟΜΟC ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΚΟN; PKRU 98, 19–20: ΝΝΟΜΟC ΝΘΕΙΚΩΝ ΑΥῈ
What remains behind

the term ‘divine’, since it could refer to the emperor as well as to a form of canon law. The latter hypothesis would, of course, correspond to the legislative reality of Christian communities in the Islamic world, and it is rather striking that the notaries did not leave it at that, but felt the need to add a reference to the ‘imperial’ laws – those of the neighbouring Christian empire. However one can not exclude the former possibility, namely that ‘divine’ also meant ‘imperial’, the two expressions being perhaps redundant, but clearly referring to Byzantine civil law. Of course, donating children as slaves to a monastery was in patent contradiction to Byzantine imperial legislation. This, however, does not diminish the symbolic value these laws retained in the eyes of those who invoked them: it indicates rather that the very mention of imperial law was enough to confer legitimacy on the practice, especially at a time when the possibility of checking Justinian’s Code was quite remote.

Greek forms also lingered in the case of city names, although an alternative toponymy in Coptic and Arabic was commonly used. Again, although this may have been natural at first, with time it became more conspicuous. In the Theban documents, the town most often mentioned is Jēme, which was built inside and around the ruins of the temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu. It is called the ΚΑΣΤΡΟΝ ΝΧΗΜΕ in Coptic, although it never had any military connection. The Greek protocols and subscriptions even call it Κάστρον Μεμνώνιον, a name that goes back to the early Roman period. Other Egyptian cities are also given their Greek names: Diospolis, Laton Polis, Kontra Laton, Tria Kastra, Antinoou. A witness signing in Greek around 700 went so far as to use not the usual Greek name of his city, but the honorific imperial name that had been given it by Justinian and was in official use only for a rather short time, namely ‘the city of Justinian in Lower Egypt’ (τῆς Ἰουστινιανῆς πόλεως τῆς Κάτω Χώρας), probably Kynopolis in the

BACIΛΙΚΩΝ and ΤΕΥΒΑΙΙΑΙΚΗ ΤΑΞΙΣ; PKRU 99, 20: ΝΝΟΜΟΣ ΝΟΗΕΩΝ ΚΕΛΕΥΕ ΖΝΤΕΥΒΑΙΙΑΙΚΗ ΤΑΞΙΣ ΧΕΛΕΤΕI.

57 The expression θεός νόμος was used before the conquest, probably referring to God’s law: see Arangio-Ruiz 1920: 28–9.
58 In fact, the justification sought in the laws is ‘that it is possible for everyone to be master of that which belongs to him’, which equates children with any other kind of property and does not refer to the specific laws concerning parents’ rights and obligations; see for instance Cód. Just. 4.43, and more generally, Kaser 1975: 205–6.
59 For a general introduction to the western Theban region see Wilfong 1989 and, with more recent bibliography, Wilfong 2002: 1–22.
60 PKRU 45, 3 (24 April 740); PKRU 50, 3 (22 August 739); PKRU 70, 3 (4 July 750); PKRU 10, 7 (8 Dec. 722).
nome of Busiris in the Delta. Greek names can be found until much later still: thus the aforementioned twelfth-century copyist who used Roman months for his dating also called Akhmim ‘the Christ-loving city of Pan’ (Πόλις Πανός).

Perhaps the most interesting field for our purpose is that of onomastics. A close examination of the Jēme documents shows that the group of nomikoi favouring Greek protocols and subscriptions was relatively small. These were David son of Psate, Psate son of David, Senouthios son of Shemntsneu, Souhai son of Philotheos, Aristophanes son of John, Polykrates son of John, Job son of Alexandros, Psate son of Pisrael, the deacon Papas son of Kleonikos, the priest Elisaioi and two monks, Zacharias and Apa Apater. One cannot but be struck by some of the names mentioned in this list. The relative density of ‘high’ Hellenic names within the scribes’ families – Alexandros, Aristophanes, Polykrates, Kleonikos – may of course partly be explained by the fact that nomikoi were part of the educated elite, and continued a tradition that was theirs before the conquest. In early seventh-century Hermopolis, for instance, the city’s upper crust bore names such as Salloustios, Helladios, Polydeukes, Olympiodoros, Hermogenes or Aristophanes.

The Theban west bank, however, was no Hermopolis. Before the conquest, what we know of Theban onomastics shows they were considerably less marked by such eccentricities. One may object that the bulk of Theban evidence for the first half of the seventh century comes from a very different type of archive, namely the ‘professional’ correspondence of the Monophysite bishop of Hermouthis, Abraham. Most of the individuals mentioned there are either members of the clergy or people seeking the bishop’s help, while those in the eighth-century legal documents mostly belonged to the propertied strata of local society. It is not easy to know what naming patterns we might have found in a comparable group of private contracts and wills. It is noteworthy however that in the late seventh and
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61 P.CLT 5, 159; see Crum and Winlock 1926: 256, n. 11 and 104, n. 1. Crum identifies the city as Koptos/Keft/Qift, which had been Ioustinianopolis for a short period, and expresses some surprise at the fact that the expression Κάλυτο Χώρα (Lower Egypt) had come to describe even a region so far south. It is perhaps more expedient to identify Ioustinianopolis with a northern city, either Oxyrhynchos, which bore the name ‘city of Justinian’ with much pride in the sixth century, or, even more consistent with the location in Lower Egypt, Kynopolis of the Busirite nome: see Fournet 2002: 56.

62 P.Lond.Copt. 489 = Van Lantschoot, no. LXXX, lines 79–80: ΠΡΩΤΟΠΟΛΙ(Ι) ΜΜΑΙ ΠΕΣΧ ΠΑΝΟΣ; see also line 56: ΝΕΠΙΚΟΠΟΣ ΕΠΩΙΛΙΚ ΠΑΝΟΣ.

63 P.Sorb. II 69, 105 D1; 69 B5; 127 Ci; 123 Bi; 42 B5; 101 B3 respectively; see also 53–4.

64 The texts are put together by Krause in his unpublished doctoral thesis (Krause 1956). The majority of the texts had been published in 1902 in O.Crum.
especially in the eighth century, Greco-Roman names had become quite common, even in documents that were not legal, and were thus more representative of society as a whole. The majority were Greek names, such as Andronikos, Asklepios, Athenodoros, Herakleios, Ioannakios, Nikomachos, Olymbrios, Pelagios, Pergamios, Rhodakios, Stephanakios, Anthenia, Archontia, Charisias, Martyria, Sophia, Thesauria. One also finds some Latin imperial names, such as Konstantinos or Pulkeria, as well as Roman institutions transformed into proper names, such as Illoustre, Tribounos, Hypatos, Romaios, Praipositos, Prinkipos or Komes.

This, of course, was not a purely Theban phenomenon. Late seventh- and early eighth-century documents from Aphrodito show that names with strong Greek or Roman flavour such as Euphemia, Archontia, Herakljos, Klaudios, Konstantinos, Oualentios or Philotimios were also in use there. In the eighth century, one still finds Ptolemaios or Konstantinos, and even Aurelios Kyriakos in Bawī, Anthimos or Staurakios in the Fayyum, Aristoboulos, Aristophanes, Achileus, Helladios, Ioustinos or Philostorgios in Edfū, Achillites, Konstantinos, Diomedes or Magister in Bala'izah, as well as Euprepios and Eustochios in documents of uncertain provenance. To this one may add that the tendency to Hellenise Egyptian names, common in Greek-speaking Egypt from the very start, also continued well into the Arab period. In some Greek documents of the late seventh and the eighth centuries, one thus finds Παχύμος for ΠΑΖΟΜΗ, Σενουθλός for ΒΕΝΟΥΤΗ, 'Ονόφρις for ΟΥΑΝΟΦΡΗ, 'Ατρής for 2ΑΤΡΗ and the like, even while in others the original Coptic forms have prevailed.

Egyptian naming patterns had a strong local flavour, to the point that scholars today feel quite secure in assigning a provenance to a document on the basis of its onomastics alone. Names would have provided a
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68 P.Mon.Apollo 48, 7; 43, 3; 48, 5.
69 CPR XXII 18, 16 (761); 18, 17 (761).
70 P.Apoll. 76B, 4; 11, 6; 68, 13; 80, 6; 9, 16; 11, 9; 51, 5; 92B, 5.
71 P.Bal. 135; 290, 6; 292; 293, 5; 188, 19; 301, 9; 293, 5; 295, 4: 377.
72 CPR XXII 38, 3 and 60, 30.
73 This was also true in other Near Eastern regions; see e.g. the tables showing the geographical distribution of Nabatean names in Negev 1991: 73–9, and the summary, 2.
sense of local identity, and also set a norm from which one could not easily depart unnoticed, as in most traditional societies. The names singled out here marked a clear difference with mainstream onomastics in those areas. Next to the traditional local names, these were usually dominated throughout the seventh and eighth centuries by names from the Old Testament, which had the advantage of being totally neutral, even with respect to Islam. The New Testament was the next source, followed by the martyrs and a few monks. Thus in Theban district, the most common Old Testament names were Abraham, Isaac, Samuel, Moyses, Jacob, Aaron, Jeremias, David, Daniel and Solomon; from the New Testament came Petros, Markos, Matthaios, Maria and Stephanos, while popular martyrs’ names were Phoibammon, Kyriakos, Victor, Georgios, Kollouthos and Menas, and monastic ones were limited to Pesynte and Onophrios. Names such as Kleonikos, Polykrates or Athenodoros clearly stood out, and it is difficult not to see them as the expression of some form of allegiance. Naming is always a potent statement of identity, especially in small communities or in the context of minority groups.

What can make such accumulation of scattered evidence compelling is the fact that the various elements often combine quite consistently. I will here take the example of one of the Theban nomikoi, Aristophanes, son of John. He evidently came from a well-to-do family, and in the 740s and 750s he owned both a house and land. He was active at least from 723 to 756, and drew up a great number of documents that we still possess, among them several deeds on papyrus and shorter texts on ostraka, and he sometimes also signed as a witness. Aristophanes invariably signed his documents in Greek, and in the legal documents he also wrote the protocols and introductions in Greek. Several tax receipts written entirely in Greek are also in his hand. He always used ‘Flavius’ and never forgot the honorifics, as if he were still in the Roman Empire. However, he was

76 Crum and Winlock 1926: 256, n. 14 = Louvre, ostr. E 6262; O.Petr. 468; Worp 1986: 144–6, no. 17 (= SB XIX 14037); and Chrysi Kotsifou informs me that she is in the process of publishing one such receipt from the ostraka collections of the Catholic University of America, and that photographs of three more are among the papers of Nathaniel Reich at the Center for Advanced Jewish Studies in Philadelphia, but their current location is unknown.
almost certainly born after 700, of parents who were themselves born after the conquest. He may have had a younger brother in the same business, since we know of a certain Polykrates, also son of John, who drew up a document around 770, fourteen years after the last dated text by Aristophanes. Even if the two were not brothers, that second-generation dhimmī families should choose such names for their children in the first half of the eighth century was unusual enough for it not to be thought the repetition of a meaningless tradition, but rather the result of some form of choice. It is certainly not without significance that it was precisely Aristophanes who wrote the most sophisticated ‘Greek’ documents, thus taking up for himself his parents’ statement of identity and even transforming it, if one may so put it, into an act of allegiance to the Roman – or Christian – Empire.

Some of the documents quoted above were drawn up by people who were born before or just after the Arab conquest, and it is not surprising that they did not immediately change their attitudes. Most of them also came from cities, where both the Greek language and late Roman institutions had been quite deeply entrenched. For our purpose, the interest of the Jēme documents lies above all in their date and origin, and the coherence with which they combine all the above elements. Living far from Alexandria in a region that had known several uprisings against Roman rule, this Coptic-speaking, anti-Chalcedonian community whose life was intimately linked with that of the (locally at least) powerful monastery of St Phoibammon could hardly be more typical of what the learned tradition depicts as the ‘indigenous’, Rome-hating Copts. Still in the second half of the eighth century, however, the documents they produced point to the persistence among them of the east Roman – or Byzantine – model. Even though this may not exactly be, to paraphrase Peter Brown, ‘a statement of classical values which we do not expect to hear from inhabitants of Upper Egypt in the age just before Charlemagne’, 77 Walter Crum’s dismissal of the practice of the nomikoi who wrote in Greek as ‘affectation’ is perhaps a little too hasty. 78

Of course, these practices mainly took place among a non-representative elite group. One may ask, therefore, what is the relevance of the cultural choices of such a group for the community as a whole? Can we infer that adherence to the Greco-Roman model was prevalent among ordinary

77 Brown 2003: 312, concerning a statement by Anthony of Tagrit on the quality of Greek learning. The original text has, ‘It is a statement of classical values which we do not expect to hear from an inhabitant of Mesopotamia in the age of Charlemagne.’

78 Crum and Winlock 1926: 256.
Thebans? Or was it just an internal game among the cultivated elites? As always, the common man’s attitude and feelings will remain out of our reach. One can hardly imagine, however, that the fancies of the town elite worked within a totally closed circuit. The very possibility of such a pose does imply that Greco-Roman culture and the Byzantine Empire that now carried it still enjoyed a certain level of prestige, sufficiently recognised by those who were excluded for it to function as a status symbol. Certainly the dynamics of social domination also played a role in the adoption of such attitudes, as they had in late Roman times. What the documentary evidence tells us is also certainly more representative, even if it only concerned the elites, than what we can make out from other sources, which are mainly the vehicles of ecclesiastical discourse. It is also quite clear that this attraction for Byzantine forms did not stem from institutional links with the Empire, such as a Chalcedonian community might have had. Among the notaries writing in Greek were some members of the clergy and some monks, all from non-Chalcedonian institutions, showing that even in those circles, the radical anti-Greek discourse of what was becoming the Coptic church did not have the totalising effect it sought. The isolation of the Jēme community may of course in part explain its lingering Roman taste, and the fact that it probably took more time than urban societies to tune into the new system of values that gradually became prevalent in important cities – a system structured around the Coptic church elites and their ‘nativist’ discourse. Lingering Romanitas, however, was also to be found in cities and, as we have seen with the 724 festal letter, even at the heart of the Coptic patriarchate.

In the 1960s, John Meyendorff wrote that his impression from reading John of Damascus was ‘that of John living in a Christian ghetto which preserves intact the Byzantine political and historical outlook’, praying for ‘the victory of the emperor over his enemies’, and being more interested in the ‘iconoclastic heresy’ than in the ‘beliefs of the Arab conquerors’. Meyendorff concluded, ‘In mind and heart John still lives in Byzantium.’ This view of John of Damascus living ‘in a Christian ghetto’ is of course misleading, considering that at the time, Christians were still the majority of the population and, as mentioned above, still held important positions within the Muslim administration – which, by the

79 See Herzfeld 1982: 290, who argues that exceptional naming practices will only function within a given system, and that rules are ‘something that people actively manipulate to express their own position in the social world’. On the symbolic significance of the use of Greek in the west, see Berschin 1988: 18–32 and more generally, Goldhill 2002.
way, was the case of John himself, as well as his father and grandfather before him. But there is much truth in the description of his relationship to Byzantium. John was a Chalcedonian who was quite naturally concerned about the fate of the Chalcedonian Church, which was the imperial Church and whose centre was Constantinople. This was not the case of contemporary Thebans, at least not those who were in the non-Chalcedonian network of St Phoibammon. Neither Aristophanes nor any of the others seemed at all interested in the iconoclastic ‘heresy’, which as far as they were concerned was nothing but a ‘sub-heresy’ anyway. Yet in some ways their situation resembled John’s, in that they lived in a cut-off Christian world where the lost Christian empire seems to have retained its allure. They still inhabited its cities, referred to its laws, bore the names of its emperors, used its language as a sign of distinction and bestowed upon their new lords the honorific titles of their predecessors. Without overstating things, one might say that in mind and heart, Aristophanes and his friends still lived in Byzantium – in the Byzantium their great-grandfathers had known.
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